GEOGRAPHY AT PLECKGATE
YEAR 10 LEARNING JOURNEY
How has
Ethiopia
responded to
droughts?

How has
California
responded to
droughts?

YEAR

What are the Where are
How has
human
causes arid areas
California been
of
drought?
impacted by
distributed
drought?
and why?

How has
Ethiopia been
impacted by
drought?

How is drought
different to
arid?

How do
tropical
cyclones
form?
How has the
UK’s climate
changed over
time?

How is heat
How have
redistributed
humans
across the caused climate
atmosphere
change?
and oceans?

Why does
resource use
require
sustainable
management?

How can
technology
resolve energy
shortages?

What are
the impacts
of climate
change?

Climate
change and
Weather
hazards:
Hurricanes
What are the different
attitudes to exploitation and
consumption of resources?

How and why is
global energy
demand changing?

What are the
different views
on sustainable
resource
management?
What is your
overall
conclusion?

What is the UK’s
energy mix?

Lead charity
fundraising
What is the
difference between
renewable and
non-renewable
resources?

Which factors
affect
population
distribution in
the UK?

How did
Hurricane
Sandy impact
the USA?

Weather
Hazards:
Drought
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How does the
use of
resources
impact people
and the
environment?

How did
Typhoon
Haiyan impact
the
Philippines?

Where are
What are the
droughts
natural causes
distributed and
of drought?
why?

How can
drought
impact an
area?

How has
Germany
attempted to
manage their
energy
resources?

How does
How has the
world’s climate our climate
change
changed over
naturally?
time?

What statistical
tests will you
use for your
data?

Which data
presentation
techniques will
you use?

What evidence
do we have for
natural climate
change?

How will you
ensure your
groups’ safety?
What primary
and secondary
data will you
collect?

Energy
resources and
management

How can you
improve your
enquiry?

What impacts has
deindustrialisation
had on
Birmingham?

How and why is
retailing changing
in Birmingham?

What links are
there between
data sets?

What
predictions can
you make
about the
patterns you
expect?

How
Birmingham is
Birmingham
becoming more
sustainable?

How will you
make sure your
data is reliable? How can you

collect data using
different
sampling
techniques?

What are the
causes of
migration to
Mexico city?

Where will you
undertake your
fieldwork?

Fieldwork and
geographical
skills

Where is
Birmingham’s site What impacts has
migration had on
and situation?
Birmingham’s
community?
What are the

causes of
urbanisation?
What defences
can we use to
prevent
flooding?

What has
How is
influenced
inequality
growth of
affecting life in
Mexico City? Mexico city?

How does
human activity
impact a river
landscape?

Changing
cities

What is a
middle course
landform and
how is it
created?

What are the
issues of rapid
population
growth in Mexico
city?

How does a
river’s profile
change from
source to
mouth?

What is a
drainage
basin?

River
Landscapes

What has
shaped the
landscape of
the River Dee?

What are the
physical and
human causes of
flooding?

What is a lower
course landform
and how is it
created?

What is an
upper course
landform and
how is it
created?

How do
physical
processes
shape our
environment?

KEY:
Skills
Knowledge

